A client assistant, sometimes called a browser helper, runs on a client computer. The client assistant monitors a user's browsing activities and infers one or more next documents that are most likely to be requested by the user. The client assistant attempts to locate a fresh copy of the inferred next document within a client cache. If a fresh copy of the inferred document is not found in the client cache, the client assistant submits a document download request to a document server.
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ACCELERATING USER INTERFACES BY PREDICTING USER ACTIONS

RELATED APPLICATIONS


FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates generally to client caches for web browsers and other client applications that access documents from a network, and in particular, to a system and method of expediting a client applications’ access to documents stored on a network by predicting a user's next document selection.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] People routinely download and browse various documents from the Internet through a web browser. These documents include newspaper articles, financial information, medical records, etc. Ideally, when a user clicks on a hyperlink to a document (e.g., while viewing another document using a web browser or other client application) the associated document should be downloaded and rendered instantaneously. Practically, there is always a latency between the moment the user clicks on the hyperlink to a document and the moment the document is completely rendered in the web browser (or other client application). Reducing this latency, and making it almost imperceptible for many documents, would be highly desirable.

SUMMARY

[0004] A method of expediting a user’s access to documents predicts the user’s web browsing activities in a client-server based network system and significantly reduces the aforementioned latency.

[0005] A client assistant, sometimes called a browser helper, runs on the client computer. The client assistant monitors a user’s browsing activities and infers one or more next documents that are most likely to be requested by the user. The client assistant attempts to locate a fresh copy of the inferred next document within its associated client cache. If a fresh copy of the inferred document is not found in the client cache, the client assistant submits a document download request to a document server.

[0006] In some embodiments, the client assistant, upon receiving a response to the request, stores the requested document in the client cache. In some instances, the response to the request may include a content difference between a fresh version of the requested document and a stale version of the document in the client cache. In these instances the client assistant regenerates the fresh version of the document from the content difference and the stale version of the document, and then stores the regenerated fresh version of the document in the client cache.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007] The aforementioned features and advantages of the invention as well as additional features and advantages thereof will be more clearly understood hereinafter as a result of a detailed description of embodiments of the invention when taken in conjunction with the drawings.

[0008] FIG. 1 is a timeline schematically illustrating the operation of a conventional system in which a user downloads a document by clicking through an associated hyperlink in a web browser.

[0009] FIG. 2 schematically illustrates a client-server system.

[0010] FIGS. 3A, 3B and 3C illustrate data structures associated with a client cache and server cache in the client-server system.


[0012] FIG. 5 depicts a client computer having a client assistant for reducing document download latency.

[0013] FIG. 6 depicts a server computer having a document server configured to work in conjunction with the client assistant.

[0014] Like reference numerals refer to corresponding parts throughout the several views of the drawings.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0015] FIG. 1 is a timeline schematically illustrating the operation of a conventional system in which a user downloads a document by clicking on an associated hyperlink in a web browser. The timeline begins when the user starts moving a mouse towards a target hyperlink (02). In this document, whenever the term “mouse” is used, it shall be understood to mean any user-controllable pointer device, including trackball devices, touch pads, joysticks, tablets, gloves, eye movement detectors and the like. Furthermore, the term “mouse pointer” shall be understood to mean any user-controllable pointer or cursor, regardless of the type of device used to control the pointer or cursor. After the mouse reaches the proximity of the target hyperlink (04), the user presses the mouse button (06) and the browser receives a mouse-down message (08). Next, the user releases the mouse button (20) and the browser receives a mouse-up message (22). After receiving the mouse-up message, the browser may first search its local cache for the requested document. If unsuccessful, the browser then submits a document download request (24) to a web server that hosts the requested document and the requested document is subsequently returned to the browser (26).

[0016] As discussed in the background section, there is a latency from the moment a user decides to download a document to the moment the document is completely rendered in the web browser. FIG. 1 illustratively depicts that this latency can be further divided into two distinct phases: the first phase (30) begins when the user starts moving the mouse towards the target hyperlink (02) and ends right after the generation of a mouse-up message (20), i.e., after he releases the mouse button within the proximity of the hyperlink, and the second phase (50) starts when the web browser receives the mouse-up message (22) and ends when the document associated with the hyperlink has been rendered in the browser window (26).

[0017] Within the first phase, there is often a 200-400 ms “mouse hovering period” (40) that begins when the mouse...
is on or near the hyperlink (04) and ends right after the user releases the mouse button (20). As shown in FIG. 1, the browser typically does not take any action during this mouse hovering period, since it is not certain if the user would like to download the document associated with the link until the browser receives a mouse-up message.

[0018] On the other hand, the browser is able to detect the user’s browsing activities during the mouse hovering period, e.g., the position of the mouse over the hyperlink once the mouse reaches the proximity of the hyperlink, when the user presses the mouse button, and when the user releases the mouse button. Thus, if the browser can reasonably infer that the user might want to download the associated document before the mouse hovering period is over, the second phase can be initiated earlier, the aforementioned latency will be shorter, and the user’s web browsing speed can be expedited.

[0019] In this document, the terms “clicking on” a hyperlink, and “clicking through” a hyperlink both mean pointing to a hyperlink in a document, for instance using a mouse or other user-controllable pointing device, and then both pressing and releasing a button or other actuator. The pressing of the button or actuator is sometimes called a mouse-down action, and the releasing of the button or actuator is sometimes called a mouse-up action. The mouse-up action is the final step of clicking on or clicking through a hyperlink, and in many client applications it is the position of the mouse pointer (also known as the cursor or pointer or user-controllable pointer) at the occurrence of the mouse-up action that determines which hyperlink, if any, the user has selected. A user may request a document for rendering not only by clicking on a hyperlink, but also by specifying a URL, for instance by selecting the URL from a list (e.g., “Favorites list”) or even by typing or otherwise entering the URL into the address field of a browser or other application.

[0020] FIG. 2 schematically illustrates a client-server system 100 in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. The system 100 comprises clients 102, document servers 120, one or more communications networks 132 (e.g., the Internet, other wide area networks, local area networks, terrestrial networks, and so on), and hosts 134 (e.g., web servers). A client 102 includes at least a client application 104, a client assistant 106 and a client cache 108. The client cache 108 may be implemented in the client 102’s permanent storage device, e.g., hard drive, its memory or both. The client application 104 may be a web browser, a document browser, or other program capable of rendering documents and detecting user selection of hyperlinks in documents. The client assistant 106 has (or can establish) one or more communication channels to various document servers 120 and hosts 134 via the communications network 132. As will be explained next, the client assistant 106 plays a role in handling document download requests submitted by a user through the client application 104. The client cache 108 may be a cache that is used solely for caching documents used by the client application 104, or it may be a shared cache for caching documents used by multiple applications and/or multiple users of the client computer 102.

[0021] A document server 120 includes at least a server cache 125. In some embodiments, the document server 120 and/or the server cache 125 are deployed over multiple computers in order to provide fast access to a large number of cached documents. For instance, the server cache 125 may be deployed over N servers, with a mapping function such as the “modulo N” being used to determine which cached documents are stored in each of the N servers. N may be an integer greater than 1, for instance an integer between 2 and 1024. For convenience of explanation, we will discuss the document server 120 as though it were a single computer. The document server 120, through its server cache 125, manages a large number of documents that have been downloaded from various hosts 134 (e.g., web servers and other hosts) over the communications network 132.

[0022] Each document in the server cache 125 has a content fingerprint that uniquely identifies a particular version of the document and a URL fingerprint (URLFP or URL fingerprint) that uniquely identifies the ultimate source of the document. In some embodiments, the content fingerprint of each version of a document is generated by applying a hash function to the content of the document so as to produce a fixed length value, herein called a content fingerprint. In some embodiments, the content fingerprint of a document is based on the content of the document, including all links and tags in the document, but excluding the content of embedded documents referenced by object tags and the like.

[0023] FIGS. 3A, 3B and 3C illustrate client cache and server cache data structures in accordance with some embodiments. In some embodiments, client cache 108 includes a table 201 including a plurality of URL fingerprints. A URL fingerprint is, for example, a 64-bit number (or a value of some other predetermined bit length) generated from the corresponding URL by first normalizing the URL text, e.g., by applying a predefined set of normalization rules to the URL text (e.g., converting web host names to lower case), and then applying a hash function to the normalized URL to produce a URL fingerprint. These URL fingerprints correspond to the documents in the client cache 108. Each entry in the URL fingerprint table 201 has a pointer to a corresponding entry in another table 203 that stores the content of a plurality of documents. Each entry in the table 203 includes a content fingerprint (also known as content checksum) one or more content freshness parameters and a pointer to a copy of the corresponding document (document content 205). In one embodiment, some of the content freshness parameters are derived from the HTTP header associated with the document content. For example, the Date field in the HTTP header indicates when the document was downloaded to the client, and the Expiration field in the HTTP header indicates an expiration date/time assigned to the document by the server’s host computer.

[0024] Referring to FIGS. 3B and 3C, compared with the volume of documents cached in a client 102, the volume of documents cached in a document server 120 is often significantly larger, because a document server 120 often provides documents to multiple clients 102. As a result, it may not be possible to store all server cached documents in the server’s main memory. Accordingly, in some embodiments, information about the cached documents in the server 120 is managed by two data structures, an index cache 122 that is small enough to be stored in the server’s main memory to maintain a mapping relationship between a URL fingerprint (table 211) and a content fingerprint (table 213) of a document stored in the server 120, and an object archive 128 that is stored in a secondary storage device, e.g., a hard drive. The records of the index cache 122 may contain...
pointers to (or disk locations for) document copies in the object archive 128. In some embodiments, one or more additional data structures may be used to map URL fingerprints to content fingerprints and to map content fingerprints to documents in the object archive 128.

In one embodiment, the index cache 122 stores a plurality of records, each record including a URL fingerprint, a content fingerprint and a set of content freshness parameters for a document cached by a document server 120. In some embodiments, the set of freshness parameters includes an expiration date, a last modification date, and an entity tag. The freshness parameters may include one or more HTTP response header fields of a cached document. An entity tag is a unique string identifying one version of an entity, e.g., an HTML document, associated with a particular resource. In some embodiments, each index cache record includes a pointer to the freshest cached version of the document associated with the URL fingerprint. The object archive 128 may also store older cached versions of the same document (i.e., having the same URL fingerprint), but the older versions are not referenced by any entries in the index cache 122.

Client Assistant

Referring to FIG. 4, a user’s browsing activities through a client application 104 are monitored by a client assistant 106 (401). When the user’s activities with respect to a particular hyperlink meet certain predefined criteria (405), but before the user clicks through or selects a hyperlink (403), the client assistant 106 assumes that the user is likely to download the document associated with the hyperlink. Accordingly, the client assistant 106 identifies a URL corresponding to an identified hyperlink and then determines whether there are any previous requests pending for that URL. If a request is currently pending (407-a) then the document associated with the URL is being downloaded and client assistant returns to monitoring the user’s activities (401). The client assistant may maintain a record of any pending document requests in its client cache and may thereby determine when a current request matches a pending request. If, however, a request is not pending (407-a), then the client cache 108 is searched for the document (409).

In some embodiments, the identified URL in the hyperlink is converted into a fixed length URL fingerprint (described above), which the client assistant uses to search the client cache 108. If the document is in the cache (409-a), its freshness state is examined (411). If the document is fresh (411-a) then the client application returns to monitoring the user’s actions. If the document is not fresh (411-no) or if it had not been found in the cache (409-a), then the document is obtained from the URL identified in the hyperlink or from a document server 120 (413).

The predefined criteria mentioned above are used to make a determination that the user is likely to download the document. Stated another way, the predefined criteria are used to decide when the costs associated with prefetching and preloading one or more documents may justify the latency reduction benefits by obtaining the document(s).

In one embodiment, the predefined criteria for initiating one or more document requests is that the mouse pointer is positioned over or within a predefined proximity of a hyperlink. The predefined proximity may be a rectangular region surrounding the hyperlink, or it may be a region of any other predefined shape surrounding the hyperlink. Alternatively, the client assistant 106 can analyze a current movement of the mouse pointer to predict documents that might be downloaded or into which predefined proximity the mouse pointer is likely to enter. For example, when a user is viewing a downloaded document and wants to view another document represented by a hyperlink in the current downloaded document, the user will move the mouse pointer toward the area of the document containing the hyperlink or hyperlinks in which the user might be interested. In one embodiment, the client assistant 106 samples two or more locations at predetermined time limit intervals and fits a curve to the two or more locations using known curve fitting techniques. Hyperlinks along or within a predefined proximity of the curve are candidates for downloading. Alternatively, a spatial distance between the two or more locations could be taken into account in an attempt to eliminate or reduce the effect of off-route movements. For example, samples would not be used unless the spatial distance between the samples was above a predefined threshold value. Put another way, the route of the mouse pointer can be treated as a light beam that has certain strength and width, both of which are based on measured parameters of the mouse pointer’s positions over a period of time. In some embodiments, the client assistant 106 may go ahead preloading documents associated with the candidate hyperlinks even if the mouse has not been physically moved onto any of the hyperlinks. The predefined criteria in this embodiment may be considered aggressive because the user does not even need to position the mouse pointer over a hyperlink to initiate a document request. This embodiment launches inferred document requests very early, and reduces latency commensurately, but at the cost of launching many document requests that are not followed by user clicks on the same hyperlinks.

In a second embodiment, the predefined criteria for initiating a document request is a mouse-down action when the mouse pointer is positioned over a hyperlink. The predefined criteria in this embodiment may be considered conservative, because the inferred document requests are almost always followed by a mouse-up action on the same hyperlink. The latency reduction in this embodiment is modest, typically on the order of 200 milliseconds.

In a third embodiment, the predefined criteria for initiating a document request is that the mouse pointer is positioned over and either hovers over a hyperlink for at least a threshold period of time (e.g., a period of at least 100 milliseconds), or a mouse-down on the hyperlink occurs, which ever is first. This embodiment takes advantage of a common user behavior, which is to do a mouse hover over a hyperlink before clicking on it. In yet other embodiments, other predefined criteria may be used. For instance, the predefined criteria may require a mouse hover, but the hover may be over any region within a predefined proximity of a hyperlink. Further, the predefined criteria may include multiple criteria.

A document in the client cache 108 may be deemed stale, or potentially stale, based on freshness parameters (see FIG. 3A) stored in the client cache 108. A cached document having a host specified expiration date/time is typically determined to be stale when the current date/time is later than the document’s expiration date/time. However, many
documents do not have a host specified expiration date/time, and for these documents the client assistant may employ a policy for determining which cached documents to treat as stale. For instance, in one embodiment, cached documents that have no specified expiration date/time are always be deemed stale. In another embodiment, documents that have no host specified expiration date/time and that are more than M minutes old are deemed to be stale (where M is any suitable value, such as a value between 5 and 60). In yet another embodiment, the staleness of cached documents having no host specified expiration date/time is based, at least in part, on one or more additional freshness parameters stored in the client cache. In still another embodiment, the staleness of cached documents having no host specified expiration date/time is based, at least in part, on the document type (e.g., html, doc, pdf, etc.).

[0033] In one embodiment, a persistent connection is established between the client assistant 106 and the document server 120. This persistent, dedicated connection can effectively reduce client-server communication latency. In one embodiment, the persistent connection includes at least one control stream and multiple data streams per direction.

[0034] When the document server responds to the document request (submitted in 413), the client assistant receives the response, and if the response includes a copy of the requested document, the document is stored in the client cache. In some instances, the document copy in the client cache is equivalent to the copy about to be downloaded, in which case the client assistant may update the document’s freshness parameters, but does not store a new document in the client cache.

[0035] In some embodiments, the response from the document server may include one or more documents embedded within the document identified in the request, and the client assistant stores these additional documents in the client cache as well.

[0036] In some embodiments, at 413 the client assistant receives a content difference from the document server. The content difference represents a difference between a fresh version of the requested document and a stale copy of the content of the document in the client cache. In this case the client assistant regenerates the fresh version of the document using the content difference and the stale copy of the document in the client cache, and then stores the regenerated fresh version of the document in the client cache.

[0037] When a user selects a URL for downloading, by clicking through a hyperlink or using any other URL selection mechanism, similar techniques may be used. In particular, the monitoring 401 detects a mouse-up action while the mouse pointer is positioned at or over a hyperlink (403). The monitoring 401 also detects other modes of URL selection, including selection of a URL from a list, such as a favorites list, and user entry of a URL (403). When a URL selection is made, by any means, this is construed as a request to present the document corresponding to the URL. Presenting may be by any number of audio or visual means including, but not limited to, rendering the document on a display or aurally presenting the document to the user. The client assistant responds to the URL selection (403) by determining whether a request for the document is pending (415). If no request is pending (415—n), then the client cache is examined for the document (417). If the document was found (417—y), then either the prediction made earlier was correct or the document was previously requested. The document is checked for freshness (419), which may include checking for an almost-stale condition as described above. If the document is considered fresh, then it will be presented to the user as described above (421).

[0038] Returning to 415, if a previous request was pending (415—y), then a previous prediction was correct and there is an on-going process of either identifying the document in the client cache (417) or downloading it from a document server (425). The client assistant waits for the process to be completed (423) and then presents the document to the user (421). Alternatively, the document may be presented to the user as it is received without waiting for the entire document to be downloaded.

[0039] If the document was not found in the cache (417—n) or the document was found, but was not fresh (419—n), then the document is obtained from the document server or web host, as appropriate (425), and which could be in the form of a content difference as described earlier. After the document is obtained, it is presented to the user (421). Alternatively, prior to completion of the document download the document is progressively presented to the user as it is received at the client. After the document is presented, the user’s activities are monitored for additional actions (401).

[0040] In some embodiments, the client assistant may transmit at 423 a message to the document server asking for the previously submitted request to be accorded a high priority or high bandwidth. In these embodiments, responses to inferred document requests are given lower priority than responses to user made document requests.

[0041] In some embodiments, at 403, 423 or 425, when the client assistant is responding to a user selection of a hyperlink (or user selection of a URL), if the client assistant is in the midst of receiving one or more documents other than the document corresponding to the user selected hyperlink or URL, the client assistant sends a request to the server to terminate transmission of the one or more documents. In particular, if a document is being received in response to an inferred document request which turns out to be a false prediction of which hyperlink or URL the user would select, continued transmission of the document would actually increase the latency associated with rendering the document corresponding to the user selected hyperlink or URL. Therefore the client assistant terminates the document download.

[0042] FIG. 5 depicts a client computer 500 in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. The computer 500 includes one or more processing units (CPU's) 502, one or more network or other communications interfaces 510, memory 512, and one or more communication buses 514 for interconnecting these components. The client computer 500 typically includes a user interface 504, which may include a display device 506 and a keyboard and/or mouse 508. Alternatively, the user interface 504 may have other devices for rendering documents and enabling a user to select hyperlinks embedded in documents. Memory 512 may include high speed random access memory and may also include non-volatile memory, such as one or more magnetic disk storage devices. The memory 512 preferably stores:

[0043] an operating system 516 that includes procedures for handling various basic system services and for performing hardware dependent tasks;
[0044] a network communication module (or instructions) 518 that is used for connecting the client computer 500 to other computers via the one or more communication network interfaces 510 (wired or wireless), and one or more communications networks;

[0045] client application (or instructions) 104, such as a web browser, as described above;

[0046] a client assistant module (or instructions) 106, as described above; and

[0047] a client cache 108, as described above.

Document Server

[0048] The above discussion focuses on the operation of the client assistant. The following is a brief description of how the document server responds to a document request. For a more complete discussion of the operation of the document server, see related U.S. Patent Application 10/???, “System and Method of Accessing a Document Efficiently Through Multi-Tier Web Caching”, filed on the same date as this application, (Attorney Docket 60/63-5002-US), which is hereby incorporated by reference.

[0049] In some embodiments, upon receipt of the document request, the document server 120 first queries its associated index cache 122 for any record matching the hyperlink’s URL fingerprint. If an entry is identified in the index cache 122 and the associated document’s content in the object archive 128 is deemed fresh, the document server 120 sends the cached document to the client assistant 106. Therefore, if the user indeed clicks through the hyperlink, such a request for the associated document can be more promptly served since the associated document will have already been completely or partially cached in the client cache 108. In any case, latency will be reduced by at least the amount of time between the time the document request was sent by the client assistant 106 and the time the user clicked on the hyperlink. The latency reduction will typically average at least 0.20 seconds, and for many users will average at least 0.4 seconds.

[0050] If no entry is found in the index cache 122 or if the cached document in the object cache 128 is deemed stale, the document server 120 submits a document download request to a web server 134 hosting the associated document. Alternately, the document server 120 may attempt to obtain a fresh copy of the document from another source, such as the repository of a search engine. In either case, if the document server locates a copy of the document that is deemed fresh, or that is fresher than the copy (if any) in the client cache, then the document server returns the located copy of the document to the client assistant.

[0051] In some embodiments, the document server sends the client assistant a content difference, representing a difference between the requested document and a stale copy of the document in the client cache. In the context of the present discussion, “sending a document from the document server to the client assistant”, can be accomplished in two or more ways, including sending the entire document, sending a content difference, or even sending a sequence of two or more content differences, where each content difference represents a difference between two versions of the requested document.

[0052] FIG. 6 depicts a server computer 600 in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention, which typically includes one or more processing units (CPU’s) 802, one or more network or other communications interfaces 610, memory 612, and one or more communication buses 614 for interconnecting these components. The server computer 800 may optionally include a user interface 604. Memory 612 may include high speed random access memory and may also include non-volatile memory, such as one or more magnetic disk storage devices. The memory 612 preferably stores:

[0053] an operating system 616 that includes procedures for handling various basic system services and for performing hardware dependent tasks;

[0054] a network communication module (or instructions) 618 that is used for connecting the server computer 600 to other computers, e.g., client computers 102, via the one or more communication network interfaces 610 (wired or wireless), and one or more communications networks;

[0055] a document server module (or instructions) 622 for receiving and responding to document download requests from client computers; and

[0056] a server cache 125, as described above.

[0057] The foregoing description, for purpose of explanation, has been described with reference to specific embodiments. However, the illustrative discussions above are not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the precise forms disclosed. Many modifications and variations are possible in view of the above teachings. The embodiments were chosen and described in order to best explain the principles of the invention and its practical applications, to thereby enable others skilled in the art to best utilize the invention and various embodiments with various modifications as are suited to the particular use contemplated.

What is claimed is:
1. A method for expediting a user’s access to a document in a client-server network environment, comprising:

   in a client computer, monitoring a user’s browsing activities with respect to a document having one or more associated documents;

   in the client computer, prior to user selection of a portion of the document indicative of one of the associated documents, identifying a portion of the document indicative of one of the associated documents when the user’s browsing activities satisfy predefined criteria with respect to the identified portion of the document; and

   in the client computer, prior to user selection of the identified portion of the document, transmitting to a server a request for a document corresponding to the identified portion of the document.

2. The method of claim 1, including, prior to the transmitting, searching a client cache for the document corresponding to the identified portion of the document, and when the result of the searching is negative, performing the transmitting.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the result of the searching of the client cache is negative when either (A) the client cache does not contain the document corresponding to
the identified portion of the document, or (B) the client cache contains a version of the document corresponding to the identified portion of the document that is determined to be stale or potentially stale.

4. The method of claim 2, wherein the transmitting includes, when the result of the searching of the client cache is that client cache contains a version of the document corresponding to the identified portion of the document that is stale or potentially stale, transmitting a document request that includes a content identifier associated with the version of the document in the client cache.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the content identifier is a content fingerprint.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein monitoring the user's movements includes monitoring using a device selected from the group consisting of: a trackball device, a touch pad, a joystick, a tablet, a glove, and an eye movement detector.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein monitoring the user's browsing activities includes determining whether a user-controllable pointer is positioned over a portion of the document.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein monitoring the user's browsing activities includes determining whether a user-controllable pointer is positioned over a predefined region surrounding a portion of the document.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein monitoring the user's browsing activities includes determining whether a user-controllable pointer has hovered over a predefined region associated with a portion of the document for at least a predefined threshold amount of time.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein monitoring the user's browsing activities includes determining whether a mouse-down action has been performed while a user-controllable pointer is positioned over a portion of the document.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein monitoring the user's browsing activities includes determining whether a user-controllable pointer has moved for a predefined period of time and/or a predefined distance along a route whose trajectory crosses over or near a portion of the document.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein monitoring the user's browsing activities includes sampling two or more pointer locations and fitting a curve to the two or more pointer locations; and the predefined criteria includes determining that the curve traces a position in the identified portion of the document.

13. The method of claim 1, including receiving a document corresponding to the identified portion of the document from the server computer; and

14. The method of claim 13, including responding to user selection of the identified portion of the document by accessing the received document from the client cache.

15. The method of claim 13, including responding to user selection of the identified portion of the document by rendering the received document without caching the received document in the client cache.

16. The method of claim 1, including receiving a content difference corresponding to a difference between a fresh version of the document corre-

sponding to the identified portion of the document and a stale version of the document in a client cache of the client computer; and

regenerating the fresh version of the document using the received content difference, and caching the fresh version of the document in the client cache of the client computer prior to user selection of the identified portion of the document.

17. The method of claim 16, including responding to user selection of the identified portion of the document by rendering the fresh version of the document without caching it in the client cache.

18. The method of claim 1, wherein the identified portion of the document is a hyperlink embedded in the document.

19. A client computer, comprising:

a client assistant configured to monitor a user's browsing activities with respect to a document having one or more associated documents;

a communications interface coupled to the client assistant for transmitting to a server, prior to user selection of the identified portion of the document, a request for a document corresponding to the identified portion of the document indicative of the associated documents.

20. The client computer of claim 19, wherein the client assistant is configured to monitor the user's movements using a device selected from the group consisting of: a trackball device, a touch pad, a joystick, a tablet, a glove, and an eye movement detector.

21. The client computer of claim 19, wherein the client assistant is further configured to search a client cache for the document corresponding to the identified portion of the document, and when the result of the searching is negative, to initiate the transmitting of the document request.

22. The client computer of claim 21, wherein the client assistant is configured, when the result of the searching of the client cache is that client cache contains a version of the document corresponding to the identified portion of the document that is stale or potentially stale, to including in the document request a content identifier associated with the version of the document in the client cache.

23. The client computer of claim 22, wherein the content identifier is a content fingerprint.

24. The client computer of claim 19, wherein the client assistant includes instructions for determining whether a user-controllable pointer is positioned over a portion of the document.

25. The client computer of claim 19, wherein the client assistant includes instructions for determining whether a user-controllable pointer has hovered over a predefined region surrounding a portion of the document.

26. The client computer of claim 19, wherein the client assistant includes instructions for determining whether a user-controllable pointer has hovered over a predefined region associated with a portion of the document for at least a predefined threshold amount of time.

27. The client computer of claim 19, wherein the client assistant includes instructions for determining whether a
mouse-down action has been performed while a user-controllable pointer is positioned over a portion of the document.

28. The client computer of claim 19, wherein the client assistant includes instructions for determining whether a user-controllable pointer has moved for a predefined period of time and/or a predefined distance along a route whose trajectory crosses over or near a portion of the document.

29. The client computer of claim 19, wherein the client assistant includes instructions for sampling two or more pointer locations and fitting a curve to the two or more pointer locations; and the predefined criteria includes determining that the curve traces a position in the identified portion of the document.

30. The client computer of claim 19, wherein the client assistant includes instructions for receiving a document corresponding to the identified portion of the document from the server computer; and

instructions for caching the received document in a client cache of the client computer prior to user selection of the identified portion of the document.

31. The client computer of claim 30, wherein the client assistant includes instructions for responding to user selection of the identified portion of the document by accessing the received document from the client cache.

32. The client computer of claim 30, wherein the client assistant includes instructions for responding to user selection of the identified portion of the document by rendering the received document without caching the received document in the client cache.

33. The client computer of claim 19, wherein the client assistant includes

instructions for receiving a content difference corresponding to a difference between a fresh version of the document corresponding to the identified portion of the document and a stale version of the document in a client cache of the client computer; and

instructions for regenerating the fresh version of the document using the received content difference, and caching the fresh version of the document in the client cache of the client computer prior to user selection of the identified portion of the document.

34. The client computer of claim 33, including instructions for responding to user selection of the identified portion of the document by rendering the fresh version of the document without caching it in the client cache.

35. The client computer of claim 19, wherein the identified portion of the document is a hyperlink embedded in the document.

36. A computer program product for use in conjunction with a computer system, the computer program product comprising a computer readable storage medium and a computer program mechanism embedded therein, the computer program mechanism comprising:

a client assistant configured to monitor a user’s browsing activities with respect to a document having one or more associated documents;

the client assistant including instructions for identifying a portion of the document indicative one of the associated documents when the user’s browsing activities satisfy predefined criteria with respect to the identified portion of the document; and

a communications interface coupled to the client assistant for transmitting to a server, prior to user selection of the identified portion of the document, a request for a document corresponding to the identified portion of the document indicative one of the associated documents.

37. The computer program product of claim 36, wherein the client assistant is further configured to search a client cache for the document corresponding to the identified portion of the document, and when the result of the searching is negative, to initiate the transmitting of the document request.

38. The computer program product of claim 37, wherein the client assistant is configured, when the result of the searching of the client cache is that client cache contains a version of the document corresponding to the identified portion of the document that is stale or potentially stale, to including in the document request a content identifier associated with the version of the document in the client cache.

39. The computer program product of claim 38, wherein the content identifier is a content fingerprint.

40. The computer program product of claim 36, wherein the client assistant includes instructions for determining whether a user-controllable pointer is positioned over a portion of the document.

41. The computer program product of claim 36, wherein the client assistant includes instructions for determining whether a user-controllable pointer is positioned over a predefined region surrounding a portion of the document.

42. The computer program product of claim 36, wherein the client assistant includes instructions for determining whether a user-controllable pointer has hovered over a predefined region associated with a portion of the document for at least a predefined threshold amount of time.

43. The computer program product of claim 36, wherein the client assistant includes instructions for determining whether a mouse-down action has been performed while a user-controllable pointer is positioned over a portion of the document.

44. The computer program product of claim 36, wherein the client assistant includes instructions for determining whether a user-controllable pointer has moved for a predefined period of time and/or a predefined distance along a route whose trajectory crosses over or near a portion of the document.

45. The computer program product of claim 36, wherein the client assistant includes instructions for sampling two or more pointer locations and fitting a curve to the two or more pointer locations; and the predefined criteria includes determining that the curve traces a position in the identified portion of the document.

46. The computer program product of claim 36, wherein the client assistant includes

instructions for receiving a document corresponding to the identified portion of the document from the server computer; and

instructions for caching the received document in a client cache of the client computer prior to user selection of the identified portion of the document.

47. The computer program product of claim 46, wherein the client assistant includes instructions for responding to user selection of the identified portion of the document by accessing the received document from the client cache.
48. The computer program product of claim 46, wherein the client assistant includes instructions for responding to user selection of the identified portion of the document by rendering the received document without caching the received document in the client cache.

49. The computer program product of claim 36, wherein the client assistant includes
instructions for receiving a content difference corresponding to a difference between a fresh version of the document corresponding to the identified portion of the document and a stale version of the document in a client cache of the client computer; and

instructions for regenerating the fresh version of the document using the received content difference, and caching the fresh version of the document in the client cache of the client computer prior to user selection of the identified portion of the document.

50. The computer program product of claim 49, including instructions for responding to user selection of the identified portion of the document by rendering the fresh version of the document without caching it in the client cache.

51. The computer program product of claim 36, wherein the identified portion of the document is a hyperlink embedded in the document.

52. A client computer, comprising:

a means for monitoring a user's browsing activities with respect to a document having one or more associated documents;

a means for identifying a portion of the document indicative one of the associated documents when the user's browsing activities satisfy predefined criteria with respect to the identified portion of the document; and

a means for transmitting to a server, prior to user selection of the identified portion of the document, a request for a document corresponding to the identified portion of the document indicative one of the associated documents.